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Article 17:

In order to meet the public authorities of executive functions and available for emergencies prevention and liquidation of their actions is created **Commission for Emergency Situations (CES)**, president of CES is prime minister of Moldova.

**CSE for OBJECT** oriented performance measures to minimize the risk of developing SE oriented, and for developing – liquidation of their consequences to the organization
The main operational documents of the Commission for Emergency Situations

1. At the national district and municipal level "Plan of Civil Protection in Emergency situations"

2. At the local level

  “Staff and population protection plan in case of emergency situations"

• «The operational plan for responding and liquidation of the exceptional situation’ consequences (fire) »
“Plan of Civil Protection in Emergencies ”

Chapter I

1. Geographical location and economy indicators

2. Possible situation in the Republic in case of emergency release:
   - exceptional case based on natural disaster;
   - exceptional case based on tehnogen disaster;

Chapter II

1. Measures for the liquidation of emergency situations and natural and tehnogen character.

Annexes:

1. Plan schedule of intervention measures;
2. Forces and facilities;
3. Possible situation scheme;
4. Scheme of organization of notification and communication
5. Civil protection Units;
6. Level of intervention in case of nuclear accident or radiological
“Personnel and population protection plan in case of emergency situations”

Chapter I:
1. General characteristic of the object

Chapter II:
1. Protection measures in case of emergency situations initiation:
   - The notification of the facility’s personnel and of the adjacent objects;
   - Research and delimitation of the polluted area;
   - Protection of the facility’s personnel;
   - Aid to the affected people;
   - Liquidation (localization) of the damage;

2. Annex:
   - Actions of the management herd, of the personnel and of the population in case of emergency;
   - List of parties;
   - List technical resources and equipment;
   - Notification scheme and communication;
   - The scheme of the possible situation.
Actions of the management herd, of the personnel and of the population in case of emergency

– PRESIDENT OF THE Emergency situations Committee
– CHIEF ENGINEER
– SPECIALIST IN THE CIVIL PROTECTION DEPARTMENT
– THE SERVICE DISPATCHER
– HEAD OF THE TOUR
– PERSONNEL
– THE ACTIONS OF THE POPULATION WHICH LIVES NEARBY THE HAZARDOUS FACILITY
Chapter I

The characteristic of the object

Chapter II

Calculation of forces and resources

Chapter III

Forces and resources trained to liquidate the consequences of the emergency situation (fire)

Chapter IV

1. Recommendations:
   - To the head of fire extinguishing
   - To the chief of the operational staff
   - To the chief of the logistical services to fire
   - Recommendations on fire extinguishing at oil terminal

2. Security provisions to the actions of firefighting